(Tip) Booking flights
There's of course a million recommendations about when, where and how to book airplane
flights to Las Vegas, and every single one will be wrong at some point since travel deals,
policies, schedules, routes, etc. change daily. Typically the best deal can be found through a
few steps though:
1. If there's a 'value' carrier that services your city and has a presence in Vegas, that may be
a good option, just watch out for luggage fees that can quickly change the value into a rip
off. For example, Allegiant Air has flights on ONLY Friday and Monday to Las Vegas and
back from Billings, Montana for only $90 or less each way, and from that particular
airport, bags to Vegas are $20/each for 1st and 2nd if paid in advance. $220 round trip is
not bad at all, assuming you can travel on the two days of the week they offer flights.
Keep in mind that not all travel websites talk to all
carriers, especially the value ones, and often including
Southwest as well, so you may need to search individual
carriers' sites to find their fares. Here is a link to the
McCarran Airport list of carriers that land there: http://www.mccarran.com/airlines.aspx
2. If you can't find a value carrier that works for you, Southwest is often the next best choice,
if they service a city near you. They have a heavy presence in Vegas and if you book in
advance, they'll typically have better fares than the big boy carriers (AA, United, Delta,
etc.). Another tip related to Southwest is that although you can't get a refund if you don't
book a refundable fare, what you can do is cancel a particular flight and get credit for the
amount paid (minus taxes and fees that they won't give back) towards a future flight. So if
you book at the five month mark for $500 round trip, then notice at the three month mark
that the same flight is now $300 round trip, just call them, cancel the $500 flight, you'll
get $500 in credit, book the $300 flight, and you'll have another $200 in Southwest credit
to use later (only on flights booked in your name).
There doesn't seem to be any rhyme or reason as to when's a good time to book Southwest
flights, other than that it should be at least eight weeks in advance as their fares rarely drop
after that point and typically increase as the planes fill up, especially to Vegas. I'd say in the
two to three month window is a good point to book, but if you see them advertise one of their
special seasonal deals and the price is good, book it and don't look anymore, no sense stressing
about flight costs if you've already booked something you're happy with.
3. Mega airlines, or if you just want to fly first class... if you don't mind spending, there are
the mega airlines. Personally I've found that travel to Vegas in first class tends to be most
cost effective on Airtran (if they service your city) or Delta if you book early enough on one
of their discounted "P" fare first class tickets. If you're just out of luck though and are
stuck with a big airline with their big airline prices, then the same monitor constantly and
book early recommendation applies, but you may also find that certain carriers release
certain discounts on specific days of the week. For example, I've often found that Delta
has the lowest fares on Tuesdays. Unfortunately they're the only one I fly so I'm not
familiar with the others.
Some additional tips related to Delta specifically are needed because of how bad their website
SUCKS and how hard they try to screw their own customers; and I'm a Delta 'diamond'
frequent flier, so I'm used to getting screwed by them, but I put up with it because the routes
I travel are frequently least expensive on Delta if planned correctly. Here we go:
a) Book on a Tuesday ideally; fares seem cheaper for some reason.
b) If you're a Delta SkyMiles member, do NOT log into your account when searching for fares.
First search not logged in because there is evidence that they present different fare classes at
different prices for the same trip based on whether you are logged in or not. Once you find
what you want, note it down, then log in and do the same search. If you can ultimately book it
cheaper when not logged in, do it, and then call in and have them add the booking to your
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account afterward; you'll still get your miles either way but you'll have paid less. If you are
able to book for less while not logged in, send them an email through their website and bitch at
them aggressively about how they're screwing their dedicated customers when the general
public can get the fare for less; they should throw some of their nearly worthless skymiles your
way.
c) This is a pain, but search for your planned travel as a round trip first, then as a bunch of one
way trips, and then as a multi-city trip. Frequent fliers often find that Delta's website will
present you cheaper options for getting from point A to B and back if you do it as one way trips
or multi-city trips as compared to a round trip.
d) Once you have found the absolute lowest price you
can on delta.com (often referred to as DL.dumb in
frequent flier forums because of how broken it is),
then do the same search on the Google ITA website: http://matrix.itasoftware.com/search.htm
It will often find routines that are cheaper than the ones Delta allows you to see through their
website. If you find a better and cheaper routing, call Delta and book the ticket by phone using
the routing codes that the ITA site will give you for the specific trip.
e) Finally, try orbitz.com; they like to buy Delta tickets in bulk on popular routes (which Vegas
typically is) and will often have prices less than Delta's own website. If you find it cheaper that
way, book it, then have Delta add the reservation to your skymiles account afterward. You'll
still get the same miles. Do not book the more expensive ticket on Delta.com and then call in
and try to use their price match 'guarantee' because it will not work. The fare class they sell
Orbitz is different than the fare class they sell you, even though both tickets will effectively be
the same, i.e. coach is coach, but they'll use that useless difference to deny the price match
guarantee, making their guarantee useless.
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